BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Security teams responsible for OT Cyber Risk Management are frustrated with the resource-intensive assessment process, a lack of consistent reporting, and no clear way to make the data meaningful to the business.

SOLUTION
SecurityGate.io and Tenable empower organizations by accelerating their risk management activities from initial cyber assessment to long-term exposure management; make confident cyber security and risk management decisions backed by people, process, and technology. Critical infrastructure asset owners are seeking to work cross functionally, between IT and OT, to better manage their risk and security posture.

VALUE
SecurityGate.io's integration with Tenable.sc provides an asset owner with rapid cyber security context during assessments by pairing Tenable's VPR scoring system alongside SecurityGate.io's assessment score - providing a holistic view of both governance and technical risk. This allows risk management teams to measure cyber exposure through metrics that infosec professionals rely on.

TECHNOLOGY COMPONENTS
- Tenable.sc
- SecurityGate.io

KEY BENEFITS
- Streamline the vulnerability management process
- Identify risk across operational assets
- Prioritize investments and reduce overall risk
About Tenable

Tenable® is the Exposure Management company. Approximately 40,000 organizations around the globe rely on Tenable to understand and reduce cyber risk. As the creator of Nessus®, Tenable extended its expertise in vulnerabilities to deliver the world’s first platform to see and secure any digital asset on any computing platform. Tenable customers include approximately 60 percent of the Fortune 500, approximately 40 percent of the Global 2000, and large government agencies. Learn more at tenable.com.

About SecurityGate.io

Founded by former risk managers, SecurityGate.io is the fastest and easiest way for organizations to understand where their OT/ICS risks are and what to do about them. The SecurityGate.io platform has been adopted by over 60% of the top US energy producers such as Chevron, Modec, Westlake Chemical, and was recently named in Gartner’s Market Guide for Operational Technology for the second year in a row. With SecurityGate.io’s critical infrastructure expertise, visual dashboard, and actionable insights, OT and IT security teams are empowered to collaborate and mature cyber- programs faster and easier than traditional manual methods. Learn more at securitygate.io

FEATURES

With this integration, you can:

- Display VPR score for IT and OT assets from Tenable.sc paired with Tenable.ot
- Access live asset inventory details from Tenable.sc within SecurityGate’s platform

HOW IT WORKS

With this integration, you can:

1. The SecurityGate.io/Tenable.sc Integration Web Service is an asynchronous RESTful Web Service implemented using Java 11 and SpringBoot.
2. The application is divided into three application layers: Controller (TenableController.java), Service (TenableServiceImpl.java), and various Model objects.
3. A client will have predefined analysis queries (under the Analysis menu)
4. Or a client can define new analysis queries in Tenable.sc that meet the requirements for SecurityGate.io’s query definition for use in integrating with the SecurityGate.io platform.
5. Three queries are required for the integration: one query for OT vulnerability, one for IT

MORE INFORMATION

You can get the latest apps here:

tenable.com/products/tenable-sc
securitygate.io

This integration is built and supported by SecurityGate.io, for support please contact: info@securitygate.io

For support please contact: support@tenable.com